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what is the opposite of answer wordhippo
May 12 2024

find 599 opposite words and antonyms for answer based on 36 separate contexts from our thesaurus

140 synonyms antonyms for answer thesaurus com
Apr 11 2024

find 140 different ways to say answer along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

answer antonyms 3 350 opposites of answer power thesaurus
Mar 10 2024

what is the opposite of answer antonyms for answer opposite of answer

antonym of answer synonyms com
Feb 09 2024

answer antonyms challenge question defiance summons interrogation query synonyms reply response counter argument confutation
acceptance tally counterpart solution vindication apology exculpation defense rejoinder repartee retort

56 opposites of answer simplicable
Jan 08 2024

the most direct opposites of answer are questions and problems themselves words that describe unresolved issues such as paradox dilemma
and mystery can also be viewed as opposites of an answer the final category of answer antonyms are words that describe avoidance non
replies and secrecy
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answer synonyms 193 similar and opposite words merriam
Dec 07 2023

synonyms for answer response reply reaction return retort rejoinder remark comment antonyms of answer question inquiry query challenge
charge quiz survey interrogation

answer 6216 synonyms and 2731 antonyms thesaurus net
Nov 06 2023

discover 6216 unique synonyms for answer including antonyms paraphrases hypernyms homophones and hyponyms on thesaurus net

answer 97 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english
Oct 05 2023

clarification we will request clarification as to what constitutes serious threats to health go to the thesaurus article about these synonyms and
antonyms of answer answer respond react get back to explain clarify rejoin formal acknowledge learn more

antonyms for answer classic thesaurus
Sep 04 2023

best antonyms for answer are question ask and desire

answer in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for answer
Aug 03 2023

what s the definition of answer in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define answer meaning and usage
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answers synonyms 194 similar and opposite words merriam
Jul 02 2023

synonyms for answers responses replies reactions returns rejoinders retorts comments remarks antonyms of answers questions inquiries
queries challenges interrogatories charges interrogations surveys

opposite word for answer synonyms antonyms
Jun 01 2023

antonyms accept refuse refrain opposite words for answer definition verb ˈænsɝ react verbally

antonym quiz games4esl
Apr 30 2023

antonyms are words that have opposite meanings they are used to express a concept directly opposite to another for example the antonym
of hot is cold and the antonym of success is failure this quiz has 20 multiple choice questions and answers about antonyms take the quiz
below

antonyms worksheets and exercises with answers in english
Mar 30 2023

antonyms worksheets help you understand words that mean the opposite with these worksheets you learn new words and how to use them
they make learning easy and straightforward antonyms worksheets are important for improving your vocabulary

synonyms and antonyms of words thesaurus com
Feb 26 2023

thesaurus com is the world s largest and most trusted online thesaurus for 25 years join millions of people and grow your mastery of the
english language
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antonym worksheets
Jan 28 2023

instructors can use these pages to give their students practice with antonyms activities include filling in blanks or matching words using
antonyms from a word bank using prefixes to build antonyms out of root words rewriting sentences to change their meaning into the
opposite and more

antonyms super teacher worksheets
Dec 27 2022

antonyms name antonyms are words that have opposite meanings examples old young long short awake asleep read each sentence write an
antonym from the word box to replace the underlined word the best movie i ve ever seen is lion king there is a crack in the wall under the
window

synonyms and antonyms worksheets englishforeveryone org
Nov 25 2022

each worksheet has 6 synonyms questions followed by 6 antonyms questions beginning level worksheets have 4 answer choices
intermediate and advanced have 5 advanced level worksheets test the most common 200 words used on the sat and gre tests

antonyms and synonyms quiz britannica
Oct 25 2022

name that dog take this language quiz at encyclopedia britannica and test your knowledge of antonyms and synonyms

18 5 synonyms and antonyms humanities libretexts
Sep 23 2022

key takeaways synonyms are words that have the same or almost the same meaning as another word antonyms are words that have the
opposite meaning of another word choosing the right synonym refines your writing learning common antonyms sharpens your sense of
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language and expands your vocabulary
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